I firmly believe that surgical robotics is entering a new, or second, era of surgical innovation. One in which we are no longer alpha surgical pioneers blazing ahead trying to validate procedures, but rather translating our surgical skillfulness and perception into a higher level of ability and cognition. For a lack of a better term it is an age of robotic sentience where the surgeon is completely immersed and integrated with the machine during the act of surgery.
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Current vendors of surgical robotics are already trying to convince us that the promise of big data, machine learning/ artificial intelligence (AI) and automaticity will translate into a safer, more communicative operation and that is economically lean. Their shiny sales pitch with the elusive promise of significant returns on investment has an obvious appeal because it is based on metrics like "optimized par levels," "reduced operating room time," and "cost reduction through decreased procedure variation," which surgeons and administrators are so eager to track. While the possibilities of haptic feedback and big data for improved decision are exciting, I do not think that AI alone provides a meaningful surgical advancement.
Instead, the age of sentience is about ultimate surgical performance through personal mastery of craft with the integration of digital enhancements.
The mastery of surgical craft comes through a thoughtful dedication to growth. This is accomplished in several integral ways: expert knowledge of anatomy, simulation, video review, building a moderate-to high-volume practice, and honing of clinical judgment. An example of this from my own practice occurred earlier this year while searching for a peripheral lung nodule. Instead of seeing the typical rise and fall of the cadiere over the lung nodule, I actually felt the nodule through the controller as I combed the lung parenchyma. It was as an extraordinary sensation-as though I had developed a seventh sense.
The only way to describe this moment is a personal cognitive leap into perceived haptics. A moment that occurred after hundreds of robotic cases and years of grinding. What I have been wondering is if there is a way to teach this synergy of visual cues and cognitive experience , to share the knowledge so that we may shorten the learning curve for others. I absolutely believe that something similar in magnitude can happen to any surgeon willing to make the dedication to mastery. The true technological advancement surgeons and administrators crave from big data and AI will be the enhancement of the surgical experience despite the level of expertise and shorten the learning curve. The most attainable pathway currently would be through the integration of imaging into the surgical dashboard. Whether through computed tomographic, virtual, or augmented reality this is the best application of big data and AI to surgical outcome available.
Objective road mapping and analytics alone will not vanquish inept surgery or enhance room awareness, prevent bleeding or master anatomy, but we are in an ideal period for surgeons and digital enhanced surgery to work together. By encouraging and partnering with industry we can bring a visceral experience to robotic surgery, thus providing a synergy of technological advancement with a higher level of patient care.
